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Context

Genetic programming has been extensively used for program 
evolution, but the quest for improved algorithms continues. While 
performance has been a primary focus, researchers have 
discovered other critical metrics by analyzing algorithm behavior. 
Issues such as bloat (uncontrolled program growth) and bias 
towards smaller trees [1] have been attributed to representation 
and mapping mechanisms, necessitating thorough analysis of the 
evolving population.


E), known for low locality and high redundancy, prompted the 
introduction of Structured GE [3], followed by Probabilistic SGE 
(PSGE) [4] and Co-evolutionary PSGE (Co-PSGE) [5], which 
employed a Probabilistic Context-Free Grammar to bias search 
through production rule probabilities.These methods demonstrated 
advancements in performance and locality compared to SGE, 
highlighting the importance of studying algorithm behavior during 
evolution for future enhancements.




Probabilistic Context-Free Grammar (PCFG)

Defines the space of syntactically valid solutions. A PCFG has a 
probability associated with each production rule.











Structured Grammatical Evolution (SGE)

The genotype is a list of dynamic lists. Each list corresponds to a 
non-terminal and the elements are ordered with the indexes of the 
rules to expand.







Probabilistic SGE (PSGE)

The genotype elements are floats, which represent the probability 
of selecting a production rule.





In the mapping, it is verified whether the codon belongs to the 
probability range of each production rule of the non-terminal to be 
expanded and when this condition is verified, the rule is chosen.









Co-evolutionary PSGE (Co-PSGE)

Each individual presents a genotype similar to PSGE, and a PCFG. 
Each generation the individual can suffer mutation   and crossover, 
but also its grammar can suffer a Gaussian mutation on its 
probabilities. At most one mutation per non-terminal. 

Fig.1 Example of PCFG

Fig.2 Example of the genotype of SGE

Fig.3 Example of the genotype of PSGE and Co-PSGE

Fig.4 Example the mapping mechanism of PSGE and Co-PSGE

Experimental Setup

Experiments set for finging the pagie polynomial, evaluated using 
the root relative squared error.


Executed over 100 runs with two sets of parameters.



















Future Wor
 Repeat analysis with different parameters ( mutation and 

crossover rate, population size, and depth

 Compare results in different problem

 Perform study with different grammar

 Compare with other grammar-based methods, for example 
CFG-GP and GE




Paper PDF and source code



Results analysis



PERFORMANCE

PSGE and Co-PSGE are better than SGE using 
Params 2

 Probabilistic approaches have better results 
with a smaller populatio

 SGE benefits from a larger sample size









PERCENTAGE OF UNIQUE SOLUTIONS

Algorithms show a higher percentage of unique 
solutions with a smaller population (Params 2

 In SGE, the difference between the 
percentages is lowe

 Supports the theory that SGE benefits from 
a larger sample size


The percentage in SGE decrease
 PSGE starts with lower value, but surpasses 

SGE


  



TREE DEPTH

SGE individuals are smaller, and stagnate near 
the maximum defined











GENOTYPE LENGTH

SGE individuals are smaller, and stagnate near 
the maximum defined



Co-PSGE has a sudden increase in the average 
and standard deviation, around 25 generations 
for Params 1, and 125 generations for Params 
2

 The algorithm might suffer from bloat, as 
there is no corresponding improvement in 
fitness







EXECUTION TIME

Probabilistic approaches take longer



With a bigger population, Co-PSGE takes more 
time than PSGE
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Fig.11 Results of the Mann-Whitney post-hoc statistical tests applied to the performance data.

The Bonferroni correction is used, with significance level of 0.05


